
LEAFWERX

THC Potency..................

Extraction Type: Full Spectrum CO2

Extracted From: Cured & Dried Leafwerx Flower
Flavor: Cannabis Derived Terpenes

Terpene Content...........REFINED
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Entourage Effect............

Full Spectrum Extraction
The idea of full spectrum extraction is simple - preserve as 
much of the original complexion of the cannabis plant as 
possible. This includes cannabinoids, terpenes, flavonoid, 
and everything in between. This makes for a flower-like 
character, and a sustained entourage effect.

Hydrocarbon Free CO2 Extraction
Supercritical CO2 takes the place of Butane, Propane, or 
Ethanol as the extraction agent, making for a product with 
no residual hydrocarbon solvents.
  
Robust Color = Robust Flavor
Cannabis is full of colorful plant matter. Refined captures 
all this natural cannabis color and showcases it with a 
hearty oil color that speaks to its rich cannabis flavor and 
full spectrum personality. 

Choose your Mood with ease with 
cartridge strain stickers
Never deal with a mystery cartridge again! Simply peel off 
the strain sticker from the bottom right on the front of the 
cartridge, and stick it your cartridge so you can always 
choose your mood and strain with confidence.

Tried and True. Since itʼs launch in 2017, Leafwerx Refined has been the vapor 
staple for thousands of customers all across Washington. Its following has been 
built for several reasons. 

Some customers tell us they like that its extracted from CO2 instead of BHO, PHO, 
or Ethanol extraction. Others tell us they like the Leafwerx flower personality that 
comes through, with strains like Nine Pound Hammer #6 maintaining their 
characteristics. Many tell us they like how easy, accesible, and consistent Refined 
has always been and always will be.

We like the big, robust character of Refined, which reminds us of a well packed 
bowl of flower, a thick porter, or a dark roast cup of coffee.   

go create vibe enjoy chill

Only 
Cannabis.
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